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Homage to Erich Fromm
The editors of The Academy are especially pleased to present here the first chapter
of the book In the Name of Life: Essays in Honor ofErich Fromm, edited by Bernard
Landis and Edward S. Tauber. This Fromm Festschrift, which incorporates the
work of twenty-four scientists and scholars, will appear later this month, published
by Holt, Rinehart & Winston ($10.95). This excerpt is printed by permission of
the editors and publisher.

Erich Fromm is concerned with a transformation

of life experience, not simply with adaptive modifi
cations of personality. He challenges conventional
standards through fresh and precise inquiry to ex
pose their pretenses and lifelessness. The search
for truth, he makes clear, is every man's domain,
not restricted to scholars and specialists. His all-
absorbing concern is the unfolding of life and, as a
consequence, the radical and uncompromising cri
tique of all individual and social factors that impede
the development of man and "his possibilities "to be
come what he could be. "

It is this spirit that forms Fromm's radical ap
proach to psychoanalysis. Stressing the importance
of growth, he sees that the achievement of sanity is
not to be found in submission—or power oriented
security operations but through efforts to be authen
tically oneself. Indeed, to Fromm, the aim of life
is the process, fundamental to the nature of human
existence, of giving birth to oneself.

Although some comprehensive studies of Fromm's
work, past and ongoing, have already been made and
others are anticipated, in this celebration volume
we would like to sketch an over-view of Fromm's

main theoretical ideas. In particular, we would like
to refer to certain important themes that are touched
on repeatedly throughout Fromm's works and con
stitute much of the substance of his theoretical posi
tion, but have not as yet been put into strong relief.

Of major significance in the history of psycho
analytic theory has been Fromm's development—
over a more than forty year span—of a compre
hensive dynamic model of man in which his existen
tial disequilibrium and the sociobiological necessity
for assimilation and socialization have replaced the
physiologizing instinct schema of Freud, conven
tionally treated as the exclusive biological mode.
Human passions and motives thus arise mainly
through the vicissitudes of man's search for relat-
edness and identity rather than through instinctual
thrust.

Perhaps the most insufficiently recognized theme
in Fromm's overall writings is his biological frame
of reference. This orientation is based on the recog
nition of the biological conditions of man as he slowly
emerged from the animal kingdom. A new configu
ration evolved with the striking cortical develop
ment of man's brain, the diminished importance of
instinctive determination in contrast to the rest of

the animal kingdom, and the emergence of the unique
phenomenon of self-awareness. The convergence of
these facts forms the basis for what Fromm calls
man's existential dichotomy. Within this framework,
Fromm developed a concept of anxiety and the pos
sibilities of coping with it.

Discussing these issues in The Art of Loving
Fromm writes:

This awareness of himself as a separate entity,
the awareness of his own short life span, of the
fact that without his will he is born and against
his will he dies, that he will die before those
whomhe loves, or they before him, the awareness
of his aloneness and separateness, of his help
lessness before the forces of nature and of soci
ety, all this makes his separate, disunited exis
tence an unbearable prison. He would become
insane could he not liberate himself from this

prison and reach out, unite himself in some form
or other with men, with the world outside.

The experience of separateness arouses anxi
ety; it is, indeed, the source of all anxiety....

The deepest need of man, then, is the need to
overcome his separateness, to leave the prison
of his aloneness.

Man is inescapably compelled, therefore, to find
a solution to the central question posed by life — that
is, how to transcend his separateness and relate
himself to his world. Fromm delineates two con

trasting modes of relatedness: regression to earlier
and often archaic forms of relatedness, or to hope-
oriented, affirmative responses in the direction of
becoming fully human through developing one's cre
ativity, productivity, and ability to love. Each indi
vidual has the potential for the most archaic as well
as the most progressive solutions. Historically,
Fromm sees in the emergence of the great humanist
religions and philosophies—prophetic Old Testament
religion, Taoism, Confucianism, Buddhism, Greek
philosophy—the decisive turn from the regressive
to the progressive orientation.

The different solutions man finds to this human

condition are the many expressions of human nature.
The essence of man's nature is not identical with any
of these solutions but consists in the existential con

tradiction in man's biological constitution. This
contradiction, which in itself is not a moral issue,
is common to all men, biologically as well as psy-
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chologically. It gives rise to certain imperative
needs: there is a need for the experience of identity
together with a need for a frame of orientation, a
picture of his world and of his society in which he
can locate himself and which makes sense of his

life. Additionally, man needs a substitute for the
largely lost instinctive determination.

In Fromm's theory, character structure, in the
dynamic sense, serves this purpose. It is not innate
as far as its contents are concerned, but is never
theless determined by man's biological needs (which
are by no means only instinctual) and by the condi
tions of nature under which he has to survive. In

Man For Himself Fromm has delineated a set of
character orientations that go beyond the Freudian
theory of libido development by stressing the pro
cesses of socialization and the structures of

relatedness.
Because of his deep concern and attention to these

processes, it has been inferred that Fromm is a
culturalist. Fromm, however, is not a culturalist
in the common sense of that term whereby man is
conceptualized as a tabula rasa on which a given
culture writes its text. Furthermore, Fromm does
not share the current concept of culture or cultural
patterns as formulated by Karen Homey, Ruth
Benedict, or-Margaret Mead. Quite removed from
this culturalist position, Fromm deals with the dy
namic concept of the socioeconomic process (in
Marx's sense) wherein culture essentially forms a
superstructure but not the basis. At the same time,
for Fromm, the biologically given conditions of

human existence remain the psychological basis of
personality development. This combination of a
biological viewpoint with a sociological one is among
Fromm's signal contributions to a theory of man.

In his studies of the ways in which society affects
the answers man finds to the questions posed by
life, Fromm has described in considerable detail
how social patterns may bend man against his real
human interests. He observed how significant char
acteristics and behavior patterns of major impor
tance to a nation or class cluster to form what he
called the "social character." Internalized and
shared by most of the members of society, the so
cial character—whose positive and negative aspects
depend on the particular society—shapes action and
thought so that people want to do what they have to
do to perpetuate the particular society or class. In
addition, character structure not only enables man
to make quasi-automatic responses rooted in his
character system but also permits him to feel satis
faction through acting in accordance with his par
ticular character structure.

Through the medium of social character, human
energy in its general form is transformed into the
specific activity patterns that a particular society
needs for its functioning. In this way society both
furthers and obstructs human development. As
Fromm sees it, the social conditions obstructing
human development are neither accidental nor the
result of the ill will or stupidity of certain individ

uals. They have their own laws, and major social
change is possible only by the combination of two fac
tors: new socioeconomic conditions that permit it,
and increased awareness in a large part of the popu
lation that makes it possible to undertake the neces
sary changes.

It may interest some readers to see how Fromm
utilizes the construct of social character to integrate
dynamic psychoanalytic concepts with Marx's theory.
In Beyond the Chains of Illusion Fromm observes
that: "Marx was capable of connecting a spiritual
heritage of the enlightenment humanism and German
idealism with the reality of economic and social
facts, and thus to lay the foundations for a new sci
ence of man and society which is empirical and at
the same time filled with the spirit of the Western
humanist tradition. "

However, Fromm believes that in Marx's theory
the relationship between the economic basis of
society and the ideology of the society was inade
quately explained. Fromm sought to remedy this by
developing further the construct of social character
as an intermediary between the socioeconomic struc
ture and the ideas and ideals prevalent in a society.
That Fromm seeks to relate such apparently con
tradictory theories as psychoanalysis and Marxism
may seem a paradox. Yet the paradox disappears
when one considers that both are humanistic disci

plines concerned with understanding, via a dynamic
and dialectical approach, the reality of man's life
— one with the socialeconomic reality, the other
with the intrapsychic and interpersonal reality.

Beyond this, he has called attention to a fact that
had been almost' completely neglected: Marx, al
though not systematically, had developed a dynamic
psychological theory, which in many ways influenced

Fromm's thinking. According to Marx, writes
Fromm, "the dynamism of human nature is pri
marily rooted in this need of man to express his
faculties, drives and passions toward the world,
rather than to use the world as a means for the sat

isfaction of his physiological necessities. " The con
cept of self-activity, so crucial in Marx's thinking,
appears in Fromm's concept of productivity. This
is in contrast to the principle of tension reduction,
which has dominated the Freudian theory of motiva
tion and which Fromm sees as having only limited
application.

Also intrinsic to Fromm's model of man is his

view of the unconscious, which extends the tradi
tional concept of a repository of instinctual drives
and repressed memories. Fromm sees unconscious
contents as containing all of man's nature: all his
potentialities, from being archaic man, a beast of
prey, and an idolater, to being fully human with the
capacity for reason and love.

In addition to those aspects of Fromm's theory
mentioned so far, we would like to touch briefly on
certain other significant findings in the fields of
clinical psychoanalysis and analytical social psy
chology. Stimulated by Bachofen's work on matri
archy, with which he became acquainted at the be-
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ginning of his psychoanalytic career, Fromm was
perhaps the first one to recognize the power and in
tensity of the affective bond of the child, of both
sexes, to the mother; he enriched understanding of
the complex nature of this bond, previously viewed
within a narrow sexual focus.

In this context, Fromm was the first to use as a
psychological metaphor the biological concept of
symbiotic relationship. He developed the construct
of malignant symbiosis in which the person has
hardly separated from the parent figure, usually the
mother, the process of individuation being almost
completely stunted. In this form, the mother ex
perience represents death, and her womb a tomb.
Fromm also delineated less malignant forms of
symbiosis in which the interaction between the
"partners" is less crippling. In the most favorable
circumstances the mother experience represents
life, protection, the nourishing earth.

Previously, Fromm had written about the nature
of aggression as being either reactive, in the defense
ofvital interests under attack, or characterological,
as a result of "unlived life. " Based on his present
research, Fromm further distinguishes three dif
ferent kinds of aggression, each of which has its
own genesis: (a) defensive aggression as a reaction
to a threat to vital interests, a form of aggression
man shares with all animals; (b) sadism, the passion
for total control of a living being, including the de
sire to hurt and torture; (c) necrophilic destructive-
ness, the hate against life itself and the passion to
transcend life by destroying it.

In regard to the last form of aggression, Fromm
has, in recent years, made an important formula
tion, distinguishing between biophilia, the love of
life, and necrophilia, the attraction to and desire for
all that is unalive, decaying, or purely mechanical.
This concept, which seems to throw new light on the
processes of normal and pathological living, is a
basic modification of Freud's theory of life and death
instincts, it memoes tne earlier view mat the love

for life and the love for death are the most funda

mental strivings in man; however, in contrast to
Freud's theory, necrophilia is not seen as a normal
biological tendency but as a pathological one that can
stem from a variety of causes. In'The Heart of Man ,
Fromm describes it as the malignant form of Freud's
"anal character." Clinically, Fromm has demon
strated (in lectures and in a manuscript to be pub
lished soon) how dreams, free associations, and
behavior permit recognition of the presence and in
tensity of biophilic versus necrophilic strivings. The
strength of biophilic tendencies in a person is held
to be a decisive factor for the possibility of change.

As part of this brief survey of Fromm's contri
butions, it should be mentioned that he advanced the
application of psychoanalysis to the historical pro
cess, in particular to further the understanding of
early Christianity, Protestantism, Facism, and
democratic capitalism. He has also undertaken two
large-scale studies in the field of analytic social
psychology, one in the early thirties on authoritarian
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and democratic character formations among German
blue- and white-collar workers and one, which was
recently published, on the character structure of
peasants in a small Mexican village.

Fromm's orientation is not anti-Freudian. He

believes that Freud's major discoveries of uncon
scious processes, of the dynamic nature of char
acter, of the liberating and curative effect of bring
ing unconscious contents into awareness are the
essence of psychoanalysis. In his formulations,
Fromm has sought to extend the range of Freud's
contributions by freeing them from the confines of
libido theory. It is also characteristic of his work
that he strives to reawaken the early radical spirit
of psychoanalysis that emerged with Freud's first
discoveries.

Fromm has also attempted to construct a system
of ethical values that is based not on authority or
revelation but on the knowledge of human nature.
Independence, truth, and love are the qualities that
man acquires when he liberates himself from sym
biosis and fixation, anxiety, and greed; they are at
the same time the supreme values of humanistic
ethics. In the development of these ideas, Fromm
has assumed that the most crucial ethically relevant
polarity is that between "having" and "being," which
corresponds to his unproductive and productive atti
tudes. Buddhist thinking, which is based on an analy
sis of man's existential condition without mystifica
tion or submission to irrational authority, has,
Fromm believes, influenced him in his search for
the foundation of ethical norms in the nature of man.

It has always been Fromm's conviction that ali
enation, lack of integrity, and hence a defective
sense of identity, constitute major constrictions in
the individual's psyche, and have become every
body's problem in contemporary industrial society.
In Man for Himself he writes:

Our moral problem is man's indifference to
himself. It lies in the fact that we have lost the

sense of the significance and uniqueness of the
individual, that we have made ourselves into
instruments for purposes outside ourselves, that
we experience and treat ourselves as commodi
ties and that our own powers have become alien
ated from ourselves. We have become things and
our neighbors have become things. The result is
that we feel powerless and despise ourselves for
our impotence.

In arguing against identifying mental health with
adaptation, he has spoken of the "pathology of nor
malcy" and discussed the problem of being sane in
an insane society. Early in his work he stated that
an alienated person, capable only of relating to the
world "objectively" without being able to experience
it subjectively, is in some ways no less impaired
than the psychotic person who is so immersed in
subjective feelings as to be unable to grasp the world
objectively.

Fromm's extensive knowledge of philosophy, the
ological and biblical history, the social sciences, and

T
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political issues led him to write several books that
are not directly related to psychoanalysis: May Man
Prevail , a critical analysis of the cold war and of
Soviet socialism; You Shall Be As Gods , a discussion
of the concepts of God, man, and history in the Old
Testament and in the Talmudic and Hassidic litera

ture, as well as an analysis of the style of the
Psalms; and Marx's Concept of Man , an introduction
to Marx's humanistic philosophy. Also his active
engagement in the cause of peace and socialism has
been an all-too-rare example in the psychoanalytic
world.

In personal encounters Fromm always seeks the
other's independent growth. He asks, implicitly and
explicitly, that the other develop his own uniqueness.
Emerson once noted that, as a teacher, there was
no "wish in me to bring men to me, but to them
selves. "And so with Fromm who has the rare ability
to convey profound human truths with clarity and
grace.

Even as Fromm depicts society's decisive role in
shaping men's character, he makes it explicitly
clear that each person must take the responsibility
for his own life. That is to say, while Fromm finds
society culpable, he insists that man is responsible
for his actions. This is not an irreconcilable dichot
omy, since he is referring to two different though
interacting ways of looking at a situation at any one
time — from an individual point of view and from a
social perspective.

In his concerned yet unsentimental approach to
the analytic process, Fromm has been influenced by
Zen teaching. A combination of Eastern spiritual
thought with scientific psychoanalysis may seem
like another paradox; both systems, however, are
concerned with man's nature and his transforma

tion. There are more specific parallels. In both
there is afocus on immediate experience—on clearly
distinguishing between what is real and what only
seems real — rather than relying so much on words
and explanations, for words often are used unwit
tingly to avoid emotions or to provide rationaliza
tions. Fromm's view of the analyst is that he should
be capable of absolute concentration—focused on
developing skill and competence in illuminating the
other person, averse to irrelevant details, and op
posed to idolatry and status needs.

Fromm has amplified his sense of the analytic
process, delineating those characteristics that an
analyst should aim to develop as far as possible:

The analyst understands the patient only inas
much as he experiences in himself all that the
patient experiences; otherwise he will have only
intellectual knowledge about the patient, but will
never really know what the patient experiences,
nor will he be able to convey to him that he shares
and understands his (the patient's] experience.
In this productive relatedness between analyst
and the patient, in the act of being fully engaged
with the patient, in being fully open and respon
sive to him, in being soaked with him, as it were,
in this center-to-center relatedness, lies one of

the essential conditions for psychoanalytic under
standing and cure. The analyst must become the
patient, yet he must be himself; must forget that
he is the doctor, yet he must remain aware of it.
Only when he accepts this paradox, can he give
"interpretations" which carry authority because
they are rooted in his own experience. The ana
lyst analyzes the patient, but the patient also ana
lyzes the analyst, because the analyst, by sharing
the unconscious of his patient, cannot help clari
fying his own unconscious. Hence, the analyst not
only cures the patient but is also cured by him.
[From 'Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis ]
This concept that the patient and therapist heal

each other precludes stereotyped exchanges; it gen
erates new experiences and facilitates true maturity
and respect. One must develop the ability to give of
himself but there has to be a receiver of the gift; if
the exchange is not mutual it is ineffective. Only in
a reciprocal and charged encounter can the most
dreaded—as well as the richest—parts of the per
sonality become bearable and permissible to
experience.

Fromm has written little about psychoanalytic
therapy and technique; but yet in his teaching semi
nars over the last thirty years he has shared his
concepts and methods in the context of detailed case
history presentations. In the thirties he began to
move away from the Freudian views and methodology
of his psychoanalytic training. He opposed that form
of the genetic approach that transforms psychoanaly
sis into artifactual historical research, having ob
served how often the classic method dwells on past
events and "interprets" unconscious experiences by
lifeless reconstruction.

His understanding of psychoanalysis led him to
develop an active technique. Early in his career he
noted the tendency to misuse free association, which
is often in the service of resistance. Thus he does

not hesitate to bring significant aspects of the pa
tient's life into focus from the very start, thereby
helping the patient to move more quickly from the
surface to the depth. The overriding goal of his
analytic therapy is the patient's experience of,
rather than theorizing about, his unconscious reality.
This experience is both frightening and exhilarating;
the deeper it goes, the greater the liberating effect
—but also greater is the chance of transitory dis
turbances that may be difficult to deal with in the
ordinary professional setting.

In Fromm's approach, the analyst aims at con
stant confrontation of the patient with his dissociated
desires and fantasies, mobilizing his healthy striv
ings for greater integration and productiveness.
This process—not soothing words—affords genuine
reassurance and hope. The greatest encouragement
is to be taken seriously, to be told the truth, and to
develop trust in one's efforts to help oneself. Fromm
believes that when such confrontation does not lead

to mobilization, the psychoanalytic method cannot be
helpful.

The nature of Fromm's orientation to psychoanaly-
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sis has been further described by one of the editors
(E. S. T.) in the American Handbook of Psychiatry:

[Fromm considers it essential] that psycho
analysis shall penetrate as deeply and as speedily
as possible to the very core of the patient's life,
to locate his tenaciously held, unreal, uncon
scious solution to his separateness, to waste no
time on the consequences of his problem and on
his adjustments, but to force him to face his re
sistances and give no quarter. This process is
carried out in a setting where the analyst is his
full self with the patient. The analyst is not wait
ing, figuring things out, cautiously weighing what
the patient can tolerate because, Fromm regret
fully asserts, most delays are in the service of
the therapist's anxiety anyway. The therapist
should reveal, by his own genuine interest, dedi
cation, openness and true participation, that there
is an urgency to grasp life, to live, to search, and
to dare uncertainty. Fromm rejects the notion
that the analyst must be the passive one. This
does not discard the precious ability to listen with
all one's powers, but passivity can be exploitive
when it merely serves to disguise the analyst's
own unaliveness. . . .

He uses, so to speak his scientific eye to know
what is going on, to keep a perspective, but he
helps the person to emerge by his own aliveness,
by his own daring to know and to feel. He believes
it is imperative that the patient be confronted as
early as possible iwth the fact of the patient's
decision to live or to die. There should be a feel

ing of urgency to live. The analyst has to iden
tify carefully the point in his life at which the
patient is stuck in a rut, and he must differentiate
between the secondary consequences of the basic
difficulties so that he does not grapple with the
problem itself. He sees the individual as in
volved in what amounts to a religious dedication
to resolve the feeling of separateness or alone
ness. The patient himself may not be aware of
the intensity and importance of the particular pat
tern of resolution through which he is living. The
analyst must grasp this motif and bring it fully
and richly to the patient's attention. These false
solutions to the life problem may consist in the
desire to be at mother's breast, at mother's
hand, on mother's lap, or under mother's protec
tion, or to submit to father's command. These
false solutions must be brought into focus because
they prevent any real relatedness to the world, to
people, to work and to love. All life's energy is
centered around nourishing the false solutions —
all activity is organized to foster the idolatrous
goals. The therapist must himself strive to
achieve the very goals that represent the highest
potential for himself. Only if the analyst sets
himself the task of being fully responsive and
aware can he genuinely face the patient's false
solutions constructively, unhypocritically and
hopefully.

Fromm realizes he is talking about an ideal
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for himself, and for all of us. He knows that we
all fall short, but that does not mean that we be
come cynics, that we take the easy path. If we
have no responsibility to live, we cannot deal with
the lives of others.

As some of the contributors to this volume show,
we are faced with the danger that within several
decades life may end on our planet. Air, water, and
soil pollution threaten the integrity of our biosphere;
yet the economy of most nations is organized to pro
duce these dangers, as well as the unthinking deple
tion of other resources. We are menaced by nucle
ar, chemical, and biological warfare, yet our
unyielding commitment to military technology guar
antees that the risk curve will go up. The develop
ment of the corporate state seems inevitably cor
related with declining democracy and increasing
alienation and degradation of life experience. The
outlook is grim. As Fromm conveys, only a sense
of urgency and a radical refocusing on man's authen
tic concern for himself and his fellow men can pro
vide the basis for real hope.

(Books — From Page 17)

cal situations, and also to harvest the rich therapeu
tic insight which they provide.

As in many instances throughout the book, one
wonders whether the exacting delineations regarding
indications for various therapy methods really serve
to clarify, or whether they may rather complicate
what are at essence human situations which by their
nature defy perfect classification.

Regardless of this, Dr. Greene's excellence and
devotion as an investigator, as a therapist, and espe
cially herein as a teacher, are amply clear. His
final chapters on the attributes of the good therapist,
and on the importance of the role of prevention in
marital problems, are especially valuable.

In a field which has too long been neglected by
psychiatry, this new book containing the clinical ex
perience and thinking of an outstanding psychoanalyst
will be welcomed not only by fellow psychoanalysts,
but also by co-workers in all those professions which
have so long devoted their concern to the alleviation
of the pain produced in unhappy marriages.

Letter
Ian Alger

My dear Colleagues!

You are perhaps not aware how superpsychotherapeutic
your letter to me was. (from Secretary Jean Baker Miller)
While I was struggling to overcome some behavioral devia
tion of the electric riddles of my heart, did you apply the
right stimulus to elect me an Honorary Member of your
Academy. It cheered up my days and I feel very honored
now by your assignment to remain active in your Member
ship as an Honorary Fellow. I hope too that one day I can
return to the U.S.A. and thank you all personally.

Very truly yours,
Joost Meerloo

Amsterdam
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